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    Selection Works of Zhu Xi is a encyclopedia type integrated literature, and it 
more comprehensively reflects the social culture of Song Dynasty with its abundant 
linguistic data. As an integration of a literati works, Selection Works of Zhu Xi mainly 
concerns written language, but the letters in it uses popular and easy understood 
language which are rather highly oral. Therefore these linguistic data are 
nonnegligible for us to research modern Chinese vocabulary. 
    Tang and Song Dynasties is a historical period when the feudalist society and 
economy were booming, so a large volume of new words and new meanings emerged 
successively. Therefore this essay's research object is just the new synonymies in Zhu 
Xis letters from his selection works emerged during Tang Dynasty, the Five Dynasties 
and Song Dynasty. This essay has an exhaustive searching for the modern new words 
and new meanings in the letters, and selects out the synonymies to construct a 
synonymous group of 77 sets to have a closed type research. They are firstly divided 
into some large types according to grammar rules, and then they are studied 
concretely and microscopically. The task of this research will clarify the resources of 
the word meaning's development by surveying the time when the word came into 
being.  
    This essay consists of four parts: 
    Part one is introduction, it mainly introduces the version of the Selection Works 
of Zhu Xi adopted by this essay, the value of language research and its research status. 
Part two introduces the general situation of synonymy, mainly including 
synonymy's definition and emergence as well as the research status and its weakness 
of ancient Chinese synonymy. 
Part three studies 43 sets of verb synonymy group, 14 sets of noun synonymy 
group, 14 sets of adjective synonymy group, 5 sets of adverb synonymy group and 1 
set of pronoun synonymy group based on the methods of new words and new 
meanings as well as synonymy, and from the classification of grammar.  















77 sets of synonymy group as well as the characteristics of the linguistic data in the 
letters from the Selection Works of Zhu Xi. 
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朱文公文集》100 卷，别集 10 卷，续集 11 卷，明嘉靖 11 年张大伦、胡岳等刻
本。清本《晦庵先生朱文公文集》100 卷，续集 5 卷，别集 7卷，藏眉锡、蔡方
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果。根据林庆彰主编的《朱子学研究数目》统计，仅 20 世纪的前 90 年间，国际
学术界有关朱熹的研究论著已达 2254 种，3并且还在与日俱增。 
但是，综观现有的研究成果，多是集中研究朱熹的思想，如哲学思想、理学
思想、从政思想、史学思想、经学思想、教育思想等等。而语言方面的研究还没
有深入开展。据傅林红统计，1994 到 2003 这 10 年间，朱熹研究论文的内容广
泛，共涉及 12 类，但 12 类所统计的比率差异较大。哲学、文学、历史、教育这
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